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commentary on the 2010 
edition
I n t r o d u c t i o n

The Editorial Guidelines are one of the most i mportant documents the BBC publishes. We 
know that the public rightly expect theTiighest standards from the BEK: and these 
Guidelines set out the standards required of everyone making programmes and other 
content for the'BBC.

The public expect the information they receive from the BBC to be authoritative, and the 
Guidelines accordingly place great stress on standards of fairness, accuracy and 
impartiaiity. W ithout these, the key rote of the BBC in supporting an informed democracy 
cannot be achieved.

The public also expect high standards from the BBC's entertainment outputin all its many 
forms. Her&a balance has to bestruck. On the one hand there is the BBCs responsibility 
to protect the vulnerable from harrm, to avoid unjustifiable offence, and to safeguard the 
welfare of children and young people. On the other is the BBC's right to broadcast 
challenging and innovative work thattests assumptions and stretches horizons.

These arexlifficult things to get right. But when the BBC does get them right it earns a 
high retum: the pubtic's tarst.

The Guidelines exist-to guide producers in making considered editorial decisions that 
Tjatance freedom of expression withJfeheir responsibilities to audiences, contributors and 
others. The Guidelines apply-to aii programme makers, content producers and performers 
working for theHBBC, whetherthey are-merabers of the BBC staff or independents, and 
they apply to ail platforms on which BBC content is published. The Guidelines are the 
framework against which editorial complaints are considered.

The newodition published^today updates the last edition, pubiishectin 2005. The revision 
takesuccDunt of devetopments in editorial thinking since then, sometimes (though not 
always) prompted by editorial or fair trading=complamts. The revision also reflects a 
num ter-of regulatory rulings by the Trust. In addition, th e  new edition takes account of 
editorial issues raised by technological developments such as mass audiencevoting by 
phone, email and te d , and the availability o f material from social media. The new edition 
covers BBC Online, which was previously covered by a separate set of guidelines.

K e y  c h a n g e s

The most significant change from the 2005 edition concerns impartiality. The guideline 
has been extensively revised to take account, in particular, of the Bridcut report' on

' From  Seesaw  to W a g o n  W h ee l; Safeguarding Im p artia lity  in th e  2 1 a  C enw ry .

www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/revlew_report_research/impartiallty_2lcentury/repoitpdf
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trnpaftiality-in th e ^ s t  century pubiisbed by the Trust in 2007, but also of extensive 
feedback onthe wording of this guidelineas originally proposed.

The new guideline makes clear that 'due-impartiality' appHes to all subjects covered by the 
BBC. This goes further than the duty of impartiality laid on the BBC by the Charter and 
Agreement. The new guideline also makes dear that achieving impartiality will often 
involve more than a simple balance between opposing viewpoints. The BBC must be 
inclusive, consider the broad perspective, and ensure that the existence of a range of 
views is appropriately reflected^ In addition the new guideline extends the definition of 
"controversial" subjects-beyond those of public policy and political or industrial 
controversy toTndude controversy within religion, science, finance, culture, ethics and 
other matters,

Other-Significant changes4ndude a new guideline on intimidating and humiliating 
behaviour. This has been informed by the report^ on taste and standards at the BBC 
commissioned by the BBC Executive a t the request o fth e  Tfust in 2009 following the 
Ross/Brand incident.

The new guideline makes clear that unduly intiraidatory, humiliating, intrusive, aggressive 
or derogatory remarks aimed at real people (as opposed toTictionaI characters or historic 
figures) must not be celebrated for the purposes of entertainment. The caveat about real 
people is worth underlining: the new guideline is not intended to curtail the depiction of 
intimidating or humiliating behaviour in BBC fiction, whether comic or serious.

Other new guidelines include advice to take account of the cumulative effect that 
repeated mentions Of a particular brand or product over a  short period may have in giving 
the brand or product undue prominence.-This followed complaints about BBCcoverage of 

-a ^ u r  by Coldplay, th e  launch ofan album by U2, and a  day of e ve n ts e n ^ C  Radio O ne 
linked to the launch e f  a Harry Potter film.

Other noteworthy changes include:

• Theaddition of 'trust' to the BBC editorial values

• The introduction of the concept of'due accuracy' and of a guideline against 
'm aterialtyinisleadingeur ataiences^

• The introduction of the concept of 'generally accepted standards' (in line w iththe  
Communications Act 2003) as a  touchstone against which to judge, forexample, 
the degree of protection the public should be offered against the Inclusion of 
offensive and harmful m aterial-

• The guideline on strong language now emphasises that 'the use of strong 
language must be editorially justified and appropriately signposted to ensure it 
meets audience expectations, wherever it appears'

• The Fairness section now includes a guideline on protecting the BBC's international 
contributors or sources from repercussions within their own countries

^Taste, Standards and the BBC Public attitudes to morality, values and behaviour in UK broadcasting.
____________ www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/reports/pdf/ta5te_standardsjune2009.pdf_________________________________________
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• The Privacy section refines the guideline on public interest as a justification of 
intrusion to include the roncept of proportionality^ 'the greater the intrusion, the 
greater the public interest required to justify i f

• The Privacy section also now statesThat the-programme makers- should 'pay 
particular attention to the expectations of privacy of people under 16 and those 
who are vulnerable. It  also offers advice on the re-use of material fromrsocial 
media

• The section on Religion includes a new mandatory referral: 'Any content dealing 
with matters of religion and likely to  cause offence to those with religious views 
must be editoriallyjustifieda&judged against genera I lyaccepted standards and: 
mustcbe referredto a senior editorial figure'

• The section on External Relationships andPunding takes account of regulatory 
documents already published by the Trust on sources of funding other than the 
licence fee, and on funding prizes and awards. The guideline covers such things as 
co-funding,sponsorship and the funding o f mal^overs. The guideline on 
competition prizes includesin its definition of prizes the offering o f opportunities 
sucdi asJbose provided by programmes such as Dragon's Den or Any Dream Will

TJo

• The section on Interacting with Our Audiences reflects the problems with BBC 
xompetitions and premium rate telephonyservices uncovered in 2007. There is 
also a guideline on the use of user generated content, and a new editoriaipirinciple 
covering audience interactivity. This ^ates that 'All audience interactivity must t>e 
conducted in a  manner that is honest, faurancf legal' and makes clear that, for 
example, winners must always be genuine and never invented, and that audiences 
must be made aw are if the opportunity forinteractivity is no longer available when 
content is repeated

• TheJodldelineff now include-an additionaloection on Re-use ancfReversioning, 
setting out the steps necessary to make BBCs valuable archive available to the 
public.

U p d a t i n g  t f t e  G u i d a l i n e s

The Trust haea duty under the Charter of'approving guidelines designed to secure^ 
appropriate standards in the content o f the BBC's services'. By convention, the wholeof 
the BBCs Editorial Guidelines are reviewed about once every five years, and after 
appropriate changes have been approved a new edition is published.

The latest review was set in train in 2009. A fresh draft of the Guidelines was drawn up 
by the Executive in consultation with the Trust's Editorial Standards Committee. The Trust 
decided that, for the first time, these draft Guidelines should be put out to public 
consultation. The consultation ran from October to December 2009 alongside 
complementary audience research and other engagement work.

The consultation was structured around four key questions identified by the Trust at the 
start of the review:

• Do the new Editorial Guidelines lay out appropriate standards for BBC programme
_______________ makers and other content producers?__________________________________________
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•  Do they reflect licence fee payers' expectations of the BBG?

• Do they appropriately reflect theUndings from  existing audience research and 
impartiality reviews andcthe broader lessons learned from-editorial failings and 
complaints?

•  Are the Guidelines-dear?

The Trust received a large number oTresponses from individuals, industry bodies and 
Interest groups. Some raised policy issues; others raised concerns^bout lack o f clarity in 
some^areas of the draft. The Trust considered-the-points raised and, where appropriate, 
asked the Executive to redraft.

"An example of a policy issue raised in the consultation was the concern that, as originally 
drafted, the new guideline on intimidating and huiniliating behaviour would restrict certain 
kinds of comedy. The Executive re-drafted the guideline to make it clear the guideline 
appliecLonly to behaviour towards real people, not fictional characters.

Where clarity is concerned, arrexample of the issues raised was that the original draft of 
the section on Harm and Offence used 'strong language' and 'offensive language' with no 
clear or obvious distinction. The section was redrafted to standardise the wording as 
'strong language' or 'the strongest language.'

Concern about clarity of language was also raised in conn«tion with parts of the section 
on impartiality. The Trust felt thatas accuracy and impartiality are editorial issues over 
which the Trust has sole responsibility,^ it was particularly important that this guideline/is 
dear and easy to apply. Substantial revision took place to meet this objective.
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A n n e x  1

S u m m a r f  o f  c h m g e s ^ a s  a  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  p u b l i c  

c o n s u l t a t i o n

The public consultation invited responses on keyeditorial guideline issues, Theserwere:

•  "Due Accuracy" and Due Im partiatity"

•  Strong Language

•  Aggressive behaviour

•  The clarity of the guidelines.

The results of th e  independent audience research, the Audience Council engageraentend  
th e  pubHc consultation are all broadly^indine.

In  brief, the public welcomed the opportunity to  engage w ith guidelines. For the most 
part they recognised that th e  guidelines w ere a handbook fo r programme m akers and not 
aim ed at a general, lay audience. They also recognised that the guidelines strivedto  
strike the balance between good firm  advice and prescription which would lim it creativity. 
They recognised th a t the guidelines had to  be considered alongside good editorial 
judgem ent. Some industry and interest group responses raised non gutdefine issues, but 
sought instead a general change in B B C dutputin  one direction or enotber. Others raised 
fair trading issues, and Issues around commercial matters. W here the points raised 
related td th e  drafting of th e  guidelines th ey were conslderedty th e  Trust and where 
relevant th e  BBC Executive was asked to  redraft th e  guidelines to  aax»mmodate the 
points made.

K ey issues ra ised  bv In d u s try  and  In te re s ttS ro q p s  ancTbv th e  p u b lic

There-w ere 1B30 online responses and 15 written submissions from  the put)lic.-Please see 
noteTbelDW giving fuller d e t^  about those wtK^replied.

Substantive responses were received from: 11 industry and intefest groups. They can be 
found here.

T h e  Trust requested the Executive to  change the guidelines as a result o f the following 
key issues raised in these responses.

The Voice of the Listener and Viewer response was critical o f the drafting of the section 
on im partiality. Research with the public and many responses to the consultation also 
suggested that this section could be clarified.

The National Union of Journalists requested a change to the wording in the Guideline on 
Conflict of In terest to allow elected members the right to  comment on industrial matters 
concerning the BBC.
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Pact, the industry body representing the interests oM ndependent producers pointed out 
som einconsistendes in what the guideiines-say-with regard to iihe practices of 
commissioning independents.

TheH adio  Cfentre, which^is the trade iDOdy for oammercial radio services in the UK, 
s u g g e s ts  that the guideiines shouid take account of the cum ulative-effect that repeated 
mentions o f a particuiar brand or product over a short period mayJ^ave in giving the  
brand or product undue prominence.

Many of the^pubiic submissions raised issues of darity. An exampie o f the point raised 
was that the originai draft of the section on Harm and Offence used 'strong language' and 
'offensive language' with no ciear-or obvious distinction. This w as^m ended.+tow ever th e  
goideiines are a tooi for content producers and some phrases which some of the public 
fe lt were unclear have remained in the final version of th e  Editoriai Guidelines because 
they are im portant considerations for content producers, for example, requiring content 
p ro ^ cers tac o n s id er th e 'like iy  audience expectation' or what is 'adequate and 
appropriate' in context.

There was pifotic support for the new guideline on Humiliation and Intim idation in the 
chapter on Harm and Offence. This was drafted in response to the BBC Executive's Taste 
and Standards Report of 2009.

Thero was also some concern expressed which fell into two camps: those worried about 
the impact on comedy and those conc^ned that the guideline only mentioned comedy 
and not other forms o f programming and may restrict certain kinds of com ply. This 
guideline has been redraflecHo make it  clear that it applies to alloontent and apfrffes only 
tojcontent about real people, not about fictional characters.

Note: detail=on public submissions. The consultation attracted a wide age rarrge of 
respondents, two thirds-oTwhom were tnale. The m aprtty were from England, but there 
were-significant representations from W ales, Scotland andTJorthem 4reland. A 
predictable m ajority described themselves as W hite Brifish. IcLorder to  be more fully 
representative o f all sections o f society, the commissioned audience research was planned 
specifically to target those harder to  reach groups. There is more detail on this laelow.

A u d ien ce R esearch

The audience research conducted by Kantar Media explored the_guidelines orrAccuracy, 
Im partiality and Harm and Offence in more detail. The research was qualitative.

Discussion groups covering men and women aged  18-70 across th e  social spectrum m et
across the UK to  discuss the draft guidelines. Other specially convened sessions w eraheld  
with people less likely to  be represented within the main sample. There were also 
interviews with community leaders and sessions with teenagers.

The research was held to ensure that the views of those who might not naturally reply to  
a consultation were taken into account by the Trust. The language in which the 
guidelines are written was difficult for many respondents. Researchers therefore worked 
with the discussion groups to  assist them to understand the application of the guidelines 
through the use of clips.

The research indicated that the draft guidelines were generally well received in principle. 
They w ere considered by many to cover the right points, striking the right balance 
between freedom o f expression on the one hand and protection on the other. There was
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wide recognition of the need to balance protection of audiences with allowing theBBCto  
make programmes and contentthat-people have come to enjoy and value,-

The full report is available here.

C hanges fo llo w in g  ttie  pufatie co n s u lta tio n

There have been a number of minor changes to the text, in the interests o f clarity and 
consistency, whichcare not recorcfedhere.

S ectio rr 1: E d ito rta lT fa lu e s

1.2.3: Amended in line with revisions^ t̂o the Impartiality section.

S ectio n  2 : U sing  th e  G u id etin es

2.2.8: Clarification on the referral process for independent production companies,

2.4.1: Clarification of the definition of'editorial justification'.

S ectio n  3 : A ccuracy

Introduction and Principles: Revised to remove direct quotes from the BBC Agreement, 
since the standards of Due Accuracy in  the-Bditorial Guidelines go beyond the standards 
in  the Agreement and the chapter could be considered confusing by quoting both.

S ectio n  4 : Im p a rtia lity

This section has been substantially revised; primanly to simplify the presentation and 
clarify that the BBC applies due impartiality to  all subjects in all its output, a higher 
stan^rd than that set by the Agreement.

S ectio n  5 : t ia rm  and  O ffen ce

5.2.2: NowHneludesthe phrase 'aod-young people' in the principles section. -

5.4.15: Content producers are advised to considerthe effect of online users arriving at 
challenging content following direct links on third party sites, rather than clicking through 
to it within the BBC site.

5.4.25: The singleuse of the te m r“offensive language" has been replaced by^trong 
language which causes offence'. In addition, paragraphs 5.4.22Jto 5.4.25“have-l)een 
restructured for clarity.

5.4.32: The new guideline on humiliation and intimidation has been clarified to emphasise 
that it applies only to raaLpeople and not to fictional or historical characters. The 
recognition that some comedy can be cruel is extended to-content in other genres.

S ectio n  6 : F airness

6.4.1: A minor text change for clarity.

S ectio n  8 : C rim e

8.4.20 and 8.4.21: A minor text change for clarity.

S ectio n  9  C h iid ren  an d  Y ou n g  P eo p ie  as  C o n trib u to rs

9.4.9; This was in the draft of the Guidelines which was consulted upon. It  addressed the 
requirements of the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006. The Home Secretary 
announced on 15 June 2010 that the registration requirements of the Act would be
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postponed and other requirements reviewed. As this paragraph did not set a content 
standard, and the legislative position^was unclear, this has been deleted.

9.4.13: Lc«al authority licensing of performances by children is now referenced explicitly 
in this section. This is an area where the law is evolving, and content producers are 
referred to Editorial Policy Guidance, which will be kept under review as the Government 
implements new policies.

S ectio n  iO i P o litics , P u b lic  P o licy aodHPoUs

Minor text changes have been made throughout this sedion to bring^it in line with the 
wording in the revised Impartlatity section.

S ectio n  1 3 : R e n is e  a n d ^ e ^ r s k m in g

13.4.9: A minor text ehangein recognition of the fact that the Talent ^  Rights Negotiation 
Group would not necessarily be involved in, for example, negotiating repeats of some 
independent productions.

13.4.11: This now includes the words "'an anti social activity' in the firstsentence.

13.4.26: The reference to releasing un-transmitted material for 'training'purposes has 
been removed-because there are many recent examples where rushes can b e  made 
available for training purposes ̂ without damaging the BBC's editorial integrity and which 
audiences might consider desirable. For example, observational documentary makers 
filming operations in hospital have released focfege of the entire operation to the hospital 
(with the consent o f the patient) sothat medical staff can study and learn from their 
proeedures.

S e c tio n  X 4 : E d ito n a l In te g r ity  and  In d e p e n d e n c e

Ofcom is currently consulting^orpchanges to  its Broadcasting Code^Theregulatory 
environment for the BBC's commercial services will alter substantially. Many o fthe  
Guidelines-irt this section may be inappropriate to that environment. Consequentlyy 
commercial services have been exempted from this section and, instead, separate 
guidelines will be p^duced oDvering similar issues as they apply to commercial services.

There is a new section on product placement, reflecting'new government regulations. 
These include a new mandatory referral at 14.3.1. The new section is included here:

1 4 ,4  PR A C TIC ES

P ro d u c t P la c e m e n t

14.4.1 Product placement is the inclusion of, or a reference to, a product or 
service in return for payment or any consideration in kind. The taking of product 
placement for licence fee funded services is prohibited under the terms of the BBC 
Agreement.

The BBC must not commission, produce or co-produce output for its licence fee 
funded services which contains product placement. All programmes made by the 
BBC or an independent producer for broadcast on BBC licence fee funded services 
must be free of product placement.

14.4.2 The broadcasting of any programme acquired from a third party, such as 
_______________ an American drama series, which contains product placement but does not require
12 October 2G10
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signailing, must be in accordance with the detailed BBC Guidance on Product 
Placement, the Ofcom Broadcasting Code and Government Regulations on Product 
Placement.

prm '.y: •;:n

(See Guidance online: Product Placement)

14.4.3 BBC commercial television channels may, in some circumstances, take 
appropriate product placement providing it does not undermine the editorial 
integrity of the programme or the channel. Any product placement on BBC 
commercial channels must be in accordance with the Guidelines for BBC 
Commercial Services on Editorial Integrity and Independence from External 
Interests, and, where applicable, the Ofcom Broadcasting Code and Government 
Regulations on product placement.

14.4.3: A new guideline has been added on the consideration of cumulative effect in 
undue product prominence.
14.4.21: Text changes for clarity.
S ection  15 : C o n flic ts  o f In te re s t

Introduction: An amendment has been made to address concerns that the Conflicts of 
Interest chapter could be interpreted to prevent legitimate union activity by elected 
representatives within the BBC.
15.4.5 -  15.4.6: Clarifying amendments have been made to address confusion that could 
arise by the use in the earlier draft of the term "serious factual", which has no standard 
definition. The previous draft also incorrectly applied high standards appropriate for staff 
who mainly work in News and Current Affairs to those who could be deemed to work in 
'serious factual' output.
S ection  16 : E x te rn a l R elatio n sh ip s and  Fund ing

This section should not prevent legitimate activity by commercial services, and therefore 
these services have been exempted for this section. Separate guidelines will be produced 
covering the same issues as they apply to commercial services.
Additional material has been added to clarify the application of the Statement of Policy on 
Alternative Finance.
S ectio n  17 : In te ra c tin g  w ith  o u r A ud iences

This section contains text changes throughout, clarifying that restrictions on the use of 
competitions for a commercial purpose apply only to public service output.
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